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Abstract
Researchers have focused on translating casual texts such

as chats in different forms from formal texts in recent
years. We strive to improve the accuracy of chat transla-
tion while obtaining smooth and natural translations; how-
ever, the parallel corpora used for chat translation models
are still very limited. In this research, we translated the
existing monolingual dialogue corpora, Persona-chat and
JPersona-chat, to construct a Japanese–English dialogue
corpus named BPersona-chat. To ensure the quality of
the corpus, we filter out incoherent dialogues from the
Persona-chat dataset via crowdsourcing. Finally, we ap-
plied BPersona-chat to classifiers that can judge whether a
pair of chats is accurate and natural for evaluations.

1 Introduction
With the development of natural language processing

technology, machine translation models have gained sound
performances in translating official documents such as
news, academic papers, and legal files for languages with
abundant resources. In recent years, researchers have
turned their attention to translating colloquial dialogues
with the existing methods for document translation. How-
ever, it has been pointed out that the sentence-level system
and the document-level system are not entirely qualified for
translating chats due to the unique characteristics of chats
such as multi-speakers or information omitted [1, 2]. Con-
sidering the differences between documents and dialogues,
when translating chats, we also have to pay attention to the
coherence of dialogues in addition to the correctness of
words and grammar. Hence, we need to evaluate chat trans-
lation based not only on the traditional BLEU [3] score but
also on the coherence and consistency in the flow of chats.
Consequently, we built classifiers to evaluate the transla-

Figure 1 An example of evaluating a bilingual chat. The clas-
sifier is predicting the type of 2A referring to 1A, 1B and 2B.

tion of chats to improve the performance of chat translation
in our previous research [4].

In the previous research, we trained Japanese-English
classification models to evaluate whether the translated re-
sponse is accurate and coherent with respect to the chat
flow. Figure 1 shows the system for translating and eval-
uating the translated response between two speakers using
English and Japanese. In this system, 1B is the translation
of 1A provided by a human, and 2A is the translation of 2B
provided by a human or generated by a machine translation
model. The classifier can predict the type of 2A with the
reference data 1A, 1B, and 2B, which are from the parallel
corpus.

To test the performance of our classifiers, we first applied
the in-domain test data from OpenSubtitles2018 [5, 6].
Nevertheless, the classifiers did not show strong agreement
when predicting the human-translated data. Considering
the quality and characteristics of OpenSubtitles2018, we
decided to apply out-of-domain test data to check the per-
formance of the classifiers.

Unfortunately, parallel corpora capable of chat transla-
tion are very limited. In particular, parallel corpora con-
taining chats, such as OpenSubtitles, also contains numer-
ous other types of data that are not suitable for evaluating
chat translation. There are topical question-and-answer di-
alogue parallel corpora from past research, including data
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with specific scenes and topics. Nevertheless, the topic of
the dialogue is too strong to fit in our precondition of ca-
sual conversations. Therefore, to achieve our purpose, we
decided to build a parallel dialogue corpus for evaluation
in this research.

In order to solve this problem, we translated the
existing monolingual corpus into bilingual to build
a Japanese–English parallel dialogue corpus, named
BPersona-chat. Since Persona-chat has noises, we se-
lected understandable and coherent dialogues from the
monolingual dataset through crowdsourcing for chat trans-
lation to ensure the quality.

To test the performance, we applied the BPersona-chat
data to the classifiers. As a result, most human-translated
data can be correctly recognized as coherent translations
by the classifiers. The total accuracy is at most 95.57%,
which is 12.65% higher than the highest accuracy from
our previous results. The accuracy of the human-translated
dialogue is at most 97.17%. These results show the perfor-
mance and generality of our built classifiers. At the same
time, they also show the correctness and coherence of the
parallel data we built.

2 Related Work
To build an ideal parallel dialogue corpus containing

high-quality chats, we surveyed existing dialogue corpora.
We listed the existing corpora with a focus on their topics,
domains, and languages.

BConTrasT and BMELD In the chat translation task of
WMT20201）[1], the organizers provided participants with
an English-German parallel corpus, BConTrasT, contain-
ing the dialogue data only. The corpus is based on the
Taskmaster-1 corpus [7], originally monolingual English
language. It includes task-based dialogues in six domains,
for example, ordering the pizza or making reservations.
The organizers selected a subset of this dataset and trans-
lated it into German at the AI-powered Human-refined
translation company, Unbabel2）.

Similar to BConTrasT, the BMELD dataset [2] is based
on the English dialogue dataset in the MELD [8]. The au-
thors crawled the corresponding Chinese translations from
MELD and then manually post-edited them according to
the dialogue history of the native Chinese speakers.

1） https://www.statmt.org/wmt20/chat-task.html

2） https://unbabel.com/

speaker utterance

person 1 i am going for a horse ride tomorrow. do you
like horses?

person 2 i never have juice, just water.
person 1 is that hard for you? i love sugar
person 2 yes i do i work on the baby floor an i want no

kids lol

Table 1 An example of an incoherent chat from Person-
a-chat [10].

Business Scene Dialogue Corpus The Business
Scene Dialogue (BSD) [9] corpus is a Japanese-English
business conversation corpus that includes half of the
monolingual scenarios initially written in Japanese and the
other half written initially in English.

Persona-chat and JPersona-chat The Persona-chat
dataset [10] contains multi-turn dialogues conditioned on
personas. Each dialogue was performed between two
crowdsourcing workers assuming artificial personas. The
persona given to each worker is described by three to five
profile sentences, such as “I like to ski,” “I am an artist,”
“I eat sardines for breakfast daily.”

Similarly, the JPersona-chat dataset [11], which in-
cludes multi-turn conditioned on given personas. is col-
lected in Japanese.

In existing parallel dialogue corpora, dialogue data in
BConTrasT and BSD occurred in a specific topic scene,
such as meal ordering or business negotiation. We found
that some dialogues were similar in Q&A format or formal
texts that did not meet our standard casual conversations.
However, the need for casual conversation data in BMELD
is mainly in Chinese, therefore unsuitable for the models
we trained in previous research [4]. For our motivation,
we believe that Persona-chat and JPersona-chat are the
most appropriate to build new Japanese–English parallel
dialogue corpora. Note that dialogues in both corpora do
not have a set topic context despite having a set personality
premise. Most of these speakers discussed a given person-
ality trait, including but not limited to self-introduction,
hobby, and others.

3 Methods and Experiments

3.1 Crowdsourcing

We found that Persona-chat contains low-quality con-
versational data when we manually checked them. These
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data have incoherent parts of dialogues, unnatural change
of topics, misunderstandings in the foreword, leading to an
inability to continue chatting. Table 1 shows an example
of incoherent chat from Persona-chat. The noise will sig-
nificantly impact our results since we want to construct a
dialogue database that features a natural and smooth chat
with translations. Hence, we prioritized rating Persona-
chat data with crowdsourcing.

We expected to eliminate incoherent or unnatural con-
versations when rating the Persona-chat data for subsequent
translation work finally. However, it is hard to define “inco-
herence” clearly due to the complexity of the dialogue. In
this research, we opted to focus on the overall dialogue from
macro vision instead of treating a tiny error as incoherent.
We assumed that if there are incongruent connections that
influence dialogue comprehension, dialogue is incoherent.
To make the crowdsourcing task easier to understand, we
informed the workers with the following rules:

We defined “not meshing well (incoherent)” as

• questions are ignored,
• there are unnatural topic changes,
• one is not addressing what the other said,
• responses seem out of order,
• or is hard to follow in general.

Minor issues (grammar or spelling errors) are acceptable
when they do not affect chat flow.

Based on these criteria, we invited crowdsourcing work-
ers to label incoherent chats. We chose Amazon Me-
chanical Turk as our platform for crowdsourcing. As the
Persona-chat we wanted to filter is in English, we set the
basic qualification types to confirm that they were native
English speakers or had adequate English proficiency, liv-
ing in an English environment for prolonged periods. Since
dialogues are ambiguous and the benchmark rules of this
experiment are subjective, we first performed a qualifica-
tion round before conducting a full round of experiments.
We excluded some workers whose criteria were outliers by
comparing workers’ scores. We also ensured that workers
entering the full round had positive and effective feed-
back using the control question. In the full round, we se-
lected 1,500 dialogue datasets from Persona-chat. For each
crowdsourcing task, we gave five chats to ten workers. If
a worker marks a chat as not-meshing, it is recorded as
one point of negative comments; otherwise, it is recorded

as one point of positive comments. Finally, we selected
high-quality dialogue data from the top 200 conversations
with the highest positive ratings. These 200 conversations
were marked as good by at least seven of the ten workers.

3.2 Translating

We obtained the top-ranked 200 chats considered natu-
ral and smooth by crowdsourcing workers from the 1, 500
dialogues of Persona-chat.

The top 200 chats are coherent with easy-to-follow flows
compared to those rated less. Table 2 shows one of the top
200 chats that were rated higher by crowdsourcing workers
and translated by professional translators afterward. For
constructing the Japanese–English bilingual corpus, we
translated 200 chats from Persona-chat and 250 chats from
JPersona-chat. We commissioned professional translators
who are proficient in both Japanese and English to ensure
the quality of the translation. To ensure that translators
could take into account the correctness of translation and
the coherence of dialogue, we put the following precautions
for translators.

First, we asked translators to translate the chats based
on the personas (profile sentences) to ensure the tone and
role preference was similar to the original utterances. Sec-
ondly, considering the characteristics of the Japanese lan-
guage, we allowed translators to modify the translated di-
alogue in English to keep it remain fluent and natural.
For example, they could append subjects and phrases, or
change the tone of sentences, as shown in Table 3. Finally,
we requested translators to avoid translationese. Trans-
lators could choose appropriate English words instead of
direct transliteration when encountering specific Japanese
words. For example, “サラサラした髪” can be translated
as “smooth hair”. Same for translation from English to
Japanese. As a result, we obtain a parallel corpus with
450 dialogues, named BPersona-chat. In total, there are
5, 708 utterances.

4 Results and Analysis

In the previous research, when applying classifiers on
the test data extracting from OpenSubtitles2018, the clas-
sifiers could not correctly predict 2A that were taken from
the corpus, which were supposed to be translated by hu-
man translators [4]. We consider the behavior is possibly
related to the low quality of OpenSubtitles2018. Accord-
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speaker utterance (en) utterance (ja)

person 1 good evening, how has your day been? こんばんは、今日はどうだった？
person 2 it was good i met up with some friends to larp よかったよ、ライブ RPGで友達と集まった。
person 1 i wish i had time for that, working 40 hours in a bank is

killing me.
そんな時間があればなあ、銀行で４０時間勤務は
死にそうだよ。

person 2 yikes, you have to make time for friends and fun. うわっ、友達と趣味の時間作らなきゃ。
person 1 i know but i am so focused on doing a good job that i

forget to.
そうなんけど、いい仕事をすることに必死で忘れ
るんだ。

person 2 ... ...

Table 2 An example of the top 200 coherent chat from Persona-chat, rated by crowdsourcing workers.

person origin (ja) translation (en)

person 1 将来は占い師になりたいと思っています。 I want to be a fortune-teller in the future.
person 2 占い師さんになりたいのですね。頑張ればきっと

叶いますよ！
I see, you want to be a fortune-teller? If you do your
best, it will surely come true!

Table 3 An example of adding sentences and changing tones when translating the original Japanese dialogue to English.

classifier OpenSubtitles2018 BPersona-chat

2B-2A 0.8223 0.9464
1A-2A 0.7431 0.9525
1A-2B-2A 0.8238 0.9534
1A-1B-2B-2A 0.8292 0.9557

Table 4 Accuracy of classifiers on predicting whether 2A is
model-translated or human-translated with two datasets.

ing to our previous research, data from OpenSubtitles2018
might contain utterances in one pair that is not a chat but a
speech; there might be just a single speaker instead of two
speakers or multiple speakers. In addition, the utterances
may not initially be in Japanese or English. This is because
the OpenSubtitles2018 is a corpus of multi-lingual movie
subtitles. Data in OpenSubtitles2018 does not have to come
from English movies or Japanese movies. Furthermore, the
subtitles are collected using the OpenSubtitles website3）,
which means the subtitles do not have to be translated by
professional translators. Considering the above reasons,
the low quality of OpenSubtitles2018 may influence the
test results.

Regarding the quality and contents of OpenSubti-
tles2018, we applied BPersona-chat to the classifiers to
confirm the performance. As the classifiers can only pre-
dict a pair of utterances instead of the full dialogue, we
split each dialogue into 5, 229 pairs of two utterances.

The prediction results on BPersona-chat are shown in
Table 4. Compared to the highest accuracy 82.92% in the
previous research, the highest accuracy with BPersona-
chat is 95.57%, which is 12.65% higher.

3） https://www.opensubtitles.org/en/search/subs

With respect to the accuracy for the human-translated
label, the highest accuracy with BPersona-chat (97.17%)
significantly outperformed that with OpenSubtitles2018
(72.77%). Also, the highest accuracy for model-translated
label with BPersona-chat (95.70%) has slightly higher ac-
curacy than that with OpenSubtitles2018 (93.38%).

Overall, BPersona-chat can be used for evaluating
Japanese–English chat translation systems as out-of-
domain data. The classifiers we have created before can
gain good results with BPersona-chat on predicting the
human-translated chats.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, we built a Japanese–English parallel dia-

logue corpus, BPersona-chat. The BPersona-chat is trans-
lated by professional translators based on Persona-chat
and JPersona-chat. Compared to task-oriented dialogue
datasets, such as BConTrast and Business Scene Dialogue,
the BPersona-chat is a chit-chat dialogue corpus contain-
ing colloquial chats in Japanese and English. To ensure
the chats from Persona-chat are high-quality casual chats,
we evaluated 1, 500 chats from it and picked the top 200
chats via crowdsourcing. Finally, we applied the data to the
classifiers we had built before. Compared to our previous
results, we gained a significant improvement on predicting
the human-translated data with BPersona-chat.
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Figure 2 A preview of Amazon Mechanical Turk Working Screen. There are five chats in total.

A Appendix

A.1 Detail of Crowdsourcing

Figure 2 shows the working screen of Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. The instruction of the task is shown at the top
of the page. In total, there are five chats per assignment. Each chat has a checkbox question at the bottom. If the worker
thinks the chat is not meshing well, she or he can tick on the checkbox. At the bottom of the page, there is a check question
to check the validity of answers. In the end, workers can write down their advice through the feedback box.
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